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Press Release
MRX finds Success in CashDro’s Latest Retail Payment Terminal
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (2 February, 2021) - JCM is pleased to see its innovative Modular
Banknote Recycler (MRX™) integrated into CashDro Spain’s latest solution for automated payment
in the retail market, CashDro7, to provide frictionless cash transactions.
“We are happy to see JCM’s innovative automated payment solutions integrated into new
customer-facing products, such as CashDro’s payment terminals. These automated solutions are
increasingly important in retail as hygiene becomes of greater concern, and JCM is pleased to be
able to deliver the products needed to keep cash safe for consumers,” said JCM Global General
Manager Payam Zadeh.
CashDro7 is the latest iteration of CashDro’s highly successful line of payment terminals for both
attended and unattended points of sale in retail. The CashDro7 is currently rolled out across the
European Union in a number of retail settings including supermarkets, bakeries and more.
The integration of the MRX™ now enables bulk banknote recycling, depositing and dispensing
while maintaining smooth, secure transactions. And, the user-friendly yet robust design offers
retail workers the same straightforward experience as customers when it comes to maintenance
and use.
“The MRX was our choice for the CashDro7 thanks to its great price-point and the compact,
modular design, which allowed for its integration into our original concept for the payment
terminal. What’s more, end customers really appreciate the MRX’s ability to accept and give back
notes in bulk, with the capacity to meet today’s needs,” said Lluis Fernández, CashDro General
Manager.

CashDro Spain has around 300 employers as well as subsidiaries around the world. With products
adapted to more than 20 currencies, their series of payment terminals have proved successful for
numerous applications worldwide.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of
offices, the company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers,
printers, systems solutions, and more. Since 1955, JCM has built a reputation for service, support,
and integrity. The company’s spirit of innovation has resulted in pioneering components that have
earned multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in

the banking, gaming, kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries and continuously
optimizes customers’ cash management.
Please visit jcmglobal.com for more information.

